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A general description of the Magyar repertoire by J. H.
Schwicker brings out clearly its links with Germany and the rest
of Europe:
In more recent times (he wrote) popular ballads and romances have
dealt principally with social conditions, events and types of daily life.
They are chiefly erotic narratives, and, with few exceptions, are of a
tragic nature. There is the youth who murders his fiancee out of
jealousy; the murdered boy who cannot be aroused by his father and
mother, but only by his true-love; the youth who dances to death his
false love; the tricked maiden or bridegroom; the sultan's daughter who
frees two Hungarian knights from prison and flees with them; the test
for wives, when a prince despises the rich and takes to wife the poor
maiden; the bride who contrives her husband's death; the faithless wife
who fondles another man as her husband lies a-dying; the man who
surprises his wife and her paramour, and kills both; the complaint of
a girl forcibly betrothed to a robber; the false wife who yet cannot
desert her children; the mother who surrenders her treasures for her
children; the daughter who leaves her mother to languish in prison;
the mother who kills her son's fiancee and so drives him to kill himself;
the master-builder who builds his wife into the foundation of his walls
to secure their stability.
With some additions and subtractions, this paragraph might almost
serve as a description of Czech balladry also. It is not that the
catalogue is quite unoriginal. There are many ballads on the power
of love, contrasting the lover with the more tepid affection of
parents and friends; but one does not encounter elsewhere the test
that love should bring the dead to life, which is prescribed in The
dead Boy. Kdddr Kata, the most-quoted of Hungarian ballads, is
a simple-minded story of true love and parental opposition, the
reported death of the lady and despair of the lover, and two graves
which give soil to intertwining 'chapel-flowers'. The lines are
ragged, but the ingenuous history is carried to a swift conclu-
sion by life-like dialogues. Fair Lilia is an offshoot of the
French King Louis's Daughter, and Kerekes Andrds is the soldier
who returns, like so many, to find his fiancee married to another
man. The music, with its use of ecclesiastical tones as well as
Gypsy rhythm, shows the ballad to be old in Hungary. The
derivative of The Two King's Children (Gacsaj Pesta szep fiii vauf)
is highly lyrical, and its pentatonic structure is also a guarantee of
age. Susanna of Homlod is the Magyar representative of the
Schlangenkochin, and Molndr Anna is the heroine of a Hattewijn

